Facebook Rules of Engagement
sendPACT has established some basic Facebook rules of engagement to
ensure that our page is a safe space for everybody.
Please note the following rules:
1. There will be no cursing in our page – ever. That includes words like
"idiot" or "stupid". It also includes any statement that the page admin
deems inappropriate in nature.
2. All opinions will be treated with mutual respect, unless they violate the
aforementioned rules. Treat your fellow Facebook page members with
that same respect.
3. Please stick to the mission statement of this Facebook group.
Irrelevant content does not belong here it belongs on other relevant
pages. This is sendPACT mission statement ”To support families to
implement basic therapy at home and to make meaningful changes to
the current SEND system.”
4. If a single individual starts a discussion that all other members disagree
with, it may, at the discretion of the page admin, be considered trolling.
Trolls will be blocked from the page.
5. If a member personally attacks another member with words that are
harmful, threatening or not in-line with our mutual respect policy, that
member will receive a warning. Two warnings and you’re out.
6. Do not post graphic or disturbing photos, videos and other media in
sendPACT’s page. If you are not sure about the content that you want
to post, send us a private message to get advised by an admin.
7. If someone mentions you by name please respond directly to that
person on the same post. If the comment is inflammatory please report
it to the page admin.
8. Think before you post! Facebook is one of the biggest sites on the
internet – what goes up can never really come down.
9. It is considered impolite to repost or draw attention to the fact that a
page admin or another member has deleted your comment.
10. If you are going to comment, we would prefer it if you could try and add
valuable discussion to the conversation. Be friendly, be fair and use
common sense.
11. sendPACT’s page admins are allowed to block members that don’t
comply with the house rules.

